Computational Development of Marine Propeller Design
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Abstract: This study demonstrates the computational development of marine propeller, starting with the formation of the three-dimensional model through computational software, followed by the fluid dynamics analysis for different profiles such as number of blades, pitch to diameter ratio, rake angle and skew angle. Analysis results showed that marine propeller with three or four blades have better performance while increasing of skew angle decreases the swirling problem. The importance of mesh refinement and locally defined cell sizes are also presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Marine propeller design is limited by constraints of hydrodynamic parameters such as Reynolds number, cavitations phenomenon and maximum diameter for weight loading (Justin, 1986). Since water are denser compared to air in physical properties, so the ability of lift force production for thrust amount on each unit of the blade area are also limited. A good computational method to develop and investigate the flow dynamics of marine propeller is important for three-dimensional flow analysis. Theoretical calculation is too complex to consider the irrotational non-uniform fluid behaviour on the inflow of propeller back surface, mixing of irrotational and rotational flow on propeller revolving region and rotational flow behide the face surface of marine propeller.

Rake, skew and pitch angles are some critical parameters in marine propeller analysis. Small rake can reduce drag force on propeller surface, hold water better for each rotation, thus increasing the thrust force and efficiency of the propulsion system. Ghassemi (2009) 5 skew angle profiles found that skew formation on the propeller design could provide stability but low skew angle would induce vibration to the propulsion system.

Pitch angle is the changes of helix angle of the complete blade section located at the root section of the propeller blade. Increasing of pitch to diameter ratio, p/D reduce the interaction area with inflow fluid but increase the face interaction to the rotational motion as it faces perpendicular to the acting rotational force with fluid (Bernits and Ray, 1982). Theoretically, larger blade area increases the sweeping area perpendicular to the water surface as it rotates which results in higher torque (Oosterveld, 1975). However, increasing of blade area also reduces the efficiency of peak performance curve at the same time (Tsakonos et al., 1972).

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a very useful approach used routinely in optimization and design for assessment of marine engineering system (Mihaela, 2005). It uses Navier-Stoke equation to solve the nonlinear flow for marine propeller especially when dealing with turbulent, shock wave and break wave (Miyata, 1997). The software decomposes spatial domain into tiny cells to form the volume mesh and a suitable algorithm is applied to solve the equation of motion (Wu, 2010).

Subhas et al. (2012) conducted computational estimation of thrust and torque performance of marine propeller for various rotational speeds found an extremely ideal or same result compared with experimental work. In Liu et al. (2012), the uncertainties in CFD had lowered the thrust and torque performance by 5% to be the cause of software code lacking of grid density or too much of numerical dissipation in the vicinity of cavity-fluid interface. Researchers such as Takayuki et al. (2003) and Shin and Shitalkumar (2003) have also shown successful analysis work of marine propeller using CFD.

GENERATION OF MARINE PROPELLER BY CAD

Initially, the Computer Aided Design (CAD) solid model of the propeller is developed via a two-dimensional coordinate database of the specific hydrofoil series. Two major types of pitch distribution, commonly offered and manufactured, are the full distribution and 80% pitch distribution. Full distribution has a pitch distance as from the hub to tip while 80% pitch distribution is formed by
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taking 80% of pitch length from the hub section and slowly increased until the complete distribution as the design requirement. Figure 1 shows the pitch distribution of two common profiles of marine propeller design.

Gerr (2001) suggested that if the blade angle from hub to tip is the same it will produce tip flow that race ahead of the root section, as the tip rotates with faster linear velocity in a single rotational. From the hydrofoil coordinate database, size of hydrofoil shall be examined due to different enlargement required for the diameter of the propeller for the specific size of blade section. Also, the hydrofoil that formed shall have various attack angles that is needed to be adjusted by law of cosines for the coordinate system. This angle of attack for each hydrofoil is wrapped on cylindrical surface that has various sectional radials from two-dimensional plain surfaces to three-dimensional complex surfaces. Three-dimensional hydrofoils are drawn by 3D sketches, loop by surface loop function, then formed to solid body from surface body. By using the required hub size and length, required number of blades is added evenly around the circular hub. Figure 2 displayed the process of the formation for the marine propeller by using the CAD technique.

FLOW TRAJECTORIES WITH INFLOW, PROCESSING AND OUTFLOW

In the comparison of flow trajectories that consisted of inflow and outflow for marine propeller, 2 blades propeller does not have swirling of fluid on the face surface of the hub. Then, the swirling condition increased as the blades number increased. Low passed of inflow and high cutting capacity of blades provides more possibility for propeller to cause this vortex phenomenon.

Fig. 1(a-b): (a) An 80% pitch distribution and (b) Full distribution of marine propeller

Fig. 2(a-h): Three-dimensional marine propeller generation by CAD software
Fig. 3(a-d): Flow trajectories for marine propeller with different No. of blade, (a) 2, (b) 3, (c) 4 and (d) 5 blades

Fig. 4(a-d): Flow trajectories of 3 blades marine propeller at different p/D profile, (a) p/D = 0.6, (b) p/D = 0.8, (c) p/D = 1.2 and (d) p/D = 1.4

To occur. Also, as the blade number increased to 5, a straight and concentrate flow that has higher flow pass, remain as small cylindrical flow on the centre of the face hub. From the analysis, 3 and 4 blades marine propeller would be the best selection, where 3 blades offer good performance, acceleration and top end and 4 blades come with better hole shot, stability and fuel economy. Figure 3 shows the flow trajectories for marine propellers with different number of blades at p/D = 1.0, 0° rake angle and 0° skew angle.

 Computational results show that the pitch to diameter ratio, p/D has a concentration of flow vortex on low p/D profile that is closed to the face of the hub surface, where the rotational outflow becomes highly focused and more stable on its flow pattern. However, p/D ratio doesn’t have a consistent formation of swirling near the face on the hub at the outflow. Higher p/D profile does not come with vortex phenomenon as other types of propeller geometry. Figure 4 also shows the flow trajectories of 3 blades marine propeller at different p/D profile.
Rake angle profile does not come with clear trend of flow trajectories compared to other geometric changes. From the Fig. 5 it can be observed that 0 and 20° of rake angle had high swirling flow phenomenon occurring on the hub surface with 20° comes slightly small compared to 0°. While, 10 and 30° rake angle does not face any of the vortex flow problem. Since mixed flow does not occur on these profiles, the outflows of these two geometries were stable with less loss.

In the other hand, the skew angle profile has very stable decreasing of flow swirling as the skew angle increased to 30°. The trends of skew angles were stable and do not face any swirling of flow that formed vortex phenomenon as other profile. Thus, this propeller geometry has high efficiency because it does not have any losses of flow that dies off itself near to face of the hub surface as others. Figure 6 also shows the flow trajectories of a 3 blades marine propeller at different skew angle.

Fig. 5(a-c): Flow trajectories of 3 blades marine propeller at different rake angle, (a) 10° rake angle (b) 20° rake angle and (c) 13° rake angle

Fig. 6(a-c): Flow trajectories of a 3 blades marine propeller at different skew angle (a) 10° skew angle (b) 20° rake angle and (c) 13° rake angle
MESH GENERATION AND REFINEMENT

The refinement of numerical data from CFD analysis could increase the accuracy of the finding. Since flow simulation in CFD analysis software is used to generate the meshes it is split with various x, y and z planes that orthogonal to Cartesian global coordinate system by half each. For the marine propeller, the load distribution over the propeller surface is concerned and should have more a precise and smaller size of cells distribution for a complete range of studies.

In the other hand, the fluid medium surrounding the propeller has less concentration, the cells size can be larger compared to the propeller does not make much differences for in and out flow which is far from the propeller body. Enhancement of cells requires a much more precision on the edge and tip section of the propeller, since these regions are of much thinner sectional area with high changes of angle. In normal procedure of mesh refinement without stressing on the edge it would cause improper distribution and iteration that focus on unnecessary or less important regions.

Higher level of meshes refinement certainly would decrease the error but it will consume large amount of computational time instead. An accurate way of refinement would provide a sum of calculation data with lesser variances of error or precise numerical result for a set of repeating calculation. Also, most importantly this could provide a fine plotting of curve lines as iso-lines and surfaces plot over the solid surface of the propeller. Figure 7 shows the differences of refinement level which affects the accuracy of displayed result.

CONCLUSION

The importance of computational analysis to marine propeller study has been mentioned in the study and followed by the step by step generation of marine propeller model in CFD software. CFD analysis shows that 3 and 4 blades marine propeller would be the best selection, as it offers good performance, stability and fuel economy as compared to the rest. Computational results also showed that pitch to diameter ratio, p/D does not have a consistent formation of swirling near face on hub at outflow. Besides, the skew angle profile has very stable decreasing of flow swirling as the skew angle increased to 30° but the rake angle profile does not come with proper trend of flow trajectories compared to other geometric changes.

For propeller blade, optimization is highly needed on the edge or tip of the blade. These regions consisted of curvature with tip section that formed from hydrofoil section has sharp trailing edge. The smaller cells which enhanced or improved produces much rapid calculation for either fluid to solid, fluid to fluid and solid to solid cells interaction allows increases of accuracy in CFD analysis.
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